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• Biological invasions have become a growing threat affecting biodiversity.
• Links between functional diversity and biological invasion concepts are explored.
• Functional diversity indices are valuable
tools for testing ecological hypotheses.
• Functional diversity indices can reveal unexpected effects incurred by alien species.
• Novel directions are proposed to advance
functional diversity indices in this ﬁeld.
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A B S T R A C T

Pioneering investigations on the effects of introduced populations on community structure, ecosystem functioning and
services have focused on the effects of invaders on taxonomic diversity. However, taxonomic-based diversity metrics
overlook the heterogeneity of species roles within and among communities. As the homogenizing effects of biological
invasions on community and ecosystem processes can be subtle, they may require the use of functional diversity indices to be properly evidenced. Starting from the listing of major functional diversity indices, alongside the presentation
of their strengths and limitations, we focus on studies pertaining to the effects of invasive species on native communities and recipient ecosystems using functional diversity indices. By doing so, we reveal that functional diversity of the
recipient community may strongly vary at the onset of the invasion process, while it stabilizes at intermediate and high
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levels of invasion. As functional changes occurring during the lag phase of an invasion have been poorly investigated,
we show that it is still unknown whether there are consistent changes in functional diversity metrics that could indicate
the end of the lag phase. Thus, we recommend providing information on the invasion stage under consideration when
computing functional diversity metrics. For the existing literature, it is also surprising that very few studies explored
the functional difference between organisms from the recipient communities and invaders of the same trophic levels,
or assessed the effects of non-native organism establishment into a non-analogue versus an analogue community. By
providing valuable tools for obtaining in-depth diagnostics of community structure and functioning, functional diversity indices can be applied for timely implementation of restoration plans and improved conservation strategies. To
conclude, our work provides a ﬁrst synthetic guide for their use in hypothesis testing in invasion biology.
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and Gaines, 2003; Gurevitch and Padilla, 2004; Jucker et al., 2013;
Murphy and Romanuk, 2014; Mollot et al., 2017), although the direction of changes can differ according to the observational scale (Sax
and Gaines, 2003; Powell et al., 2011, 2013; Tomasetto et al., 2019). Invasion research is often partitioned in terms of investigation scales, with
studies being conducted at populational, community or ecosystem
scales, over short periods and reserved to single invasive species
(Crystal-Ornelas and Lockwood, 2020). Local species diversity can be
decreased by invasion (Hejda et al., 2009), e.g. in coastal dune plant
communities invaded by Carpobrotus sp. (Vilà et al., 2006; Santoro
et al., 2012). Conversely, diversity can increase at local scales and decrease at larger scales, due to the local arrival of the non-native species
and the regional extirpation of rare, vulnerable species (Sax and Gaines,
2003). Negative effects can also occur at both scales, as e.g. in the case
of the invasion of Quercus suber stands by the maritime pine Pinus
pinaster (Selvi et al., 2016).
While taxonomic diversity has remained prominently used for evaluating the effects of invasions on biodiversity, the use of phylogenetic
information has been proposed to predict the identity of invaders and
their potential impact. Indeed, the probability of success of introduced
species often increases with phylogenetic relatedness with native species (Rejmánek, 1996 in Californian grasses, Lockwood et al., 2001 in
other plants, Van Wilgen and Richardson, 2011 in North American animal groups) due to reduced likelihood of competitive interactions
(Darwin's naturalization hypothesis; Darwin, 1859, Davies et al., 2011).

Biological invasions are acknowledged as a primary threat to biodiversity and ecosystem functioning (MEA, 2005; CBD, 2016; Genovesi
et al., 2017; Pyšek et al., 2020). Non-native species are considered invasive when they sustain self-replacing and growing populations over several life cycles, reach large population densities, and widely spread far
from their site of introduction (Richardson et al., 2000). Invasive species frequently exert substantial impacts on native communities at all
levels of biological organization (Hulme, 2007; Cucherousset and
Olden, 2011; Vilà et al., 2011; Crystal-Ornelas and Lockwood, 2020).
At ﬁne scales, possible effects include modiﬁcation of gene pools (Sax
et al., 2007), reduction of the ﬁtness and growth of native organisms
(Jauni and Ramula, 2015), and local extinction of both native and
non-native populations (Bellard et al., 2016; Blackburn et al., 2019).
At larger scales, alteration of the structure, composition, diversity and
biotic interactions of the recipient communities can be observed
(Hejda et al., 2009; Jucker et al., 2013). Moreover, modiﬁcations of ecosystem functioning, such as pollination, soil parameters, nutrient availability, microbial activity, and interaction networks (Bjerknes et al.,
2007; Jordan et al., 2008; Ehrenfeld, 2010; Geslin et al., 2017; Mollot
et al., 2017) have also been reported.
The impacts of invasive species on native communities are typically
assessed through changes in taxonomic diversity. Several studies have
reported multiple invasion-induced modiﬁcations of biodiversity (Sax
2
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2. Diversity indices: which ones, why and how?

However, empirical studies linking phylogenetic relatedness with invasion
spread and impacts have been less conclusive (Strauss et al., 2006; Schaefer
et al., 2011; Park and Potter, 2015; Tan et al., 2015). Neither taxonomic
nor phylogenetic diversity captures the ecological role of species within a
community, and hence both have difﬁculties predicting the potential impacts
of invasions.
Functional traits (i.e. species characteristics, usually measured at the
individual scale, inﬂuencing organismal performance, sensu McGill
et al., 2006, Violle et al., 2007) are being increasingly used to understand organism-environment interactions, as well as community structure and functioning (Laureto et al., 2015). The idea of focusing on the
functional characteristics of invaders to disentangle invasion processes
dates back to Elton (1958), who related plant invasion success with speciﬁc attributes known to promote invasiveness, such as high fecundity
and dispersal abilities (Drenovsky et al., 2012). Recent works have combined functional traits with functional responses and abundances to investigate the invasive-native interactions at population scales (Dick
et al., 2017; Dickey et al., 2020). Other studies have attempted to disentangle the links between invasiveness and interactions with biotic and
abiotic features of the invaded environment (Pyšek and Richardson,
2007; Hulme and Bernard-Verdier, 2018b). The main mechanisms underpinning the successful establishment of non-native organisms outside their geographic range, such as limiting similarity and habitat
ﬁltering, have been scrutinized through functional trait approaches
(Ordonez et al., 2010), while others have thoroughly compared the
traits and phylogenies of native and non-native species to uncover the
main features of invasiveness (Van Kleunen et al., 2010a, 2010b). Yet,
contradictory ﬁndings have been obtained so far (Daehler, 2003;
Pyšek and Richardson, 2007), either because traits were coarsely
assessed (binary instead of quantiﬁed trait values) or because functional
diversity was estimated as regards to individual traits (e.g. using the
abundance-weighted average trait value of the community; Ordonez
et al., 2010). The need for measuring the traits of all species in a community has been demonstrated by the fact that some indices (e.g. functional
dispersion, functional richness and Rao's entropy) show consistently
lower values when the number of considered species or measured traits
is reduced, whilst others (for instance functional divergence and evenness) feature higher or lower values (Pakeman, 2014). For this reason,
the use of multi-dimensional approaches, relying on multiple traits or
synthetic measures, such as functional diversity (FD) indices, has been
encouraged (Hulme and Bernard-Verdier, 2018b).
FD has various deﬁnitions in the literature, usually corresponding to ‘the
value of those species and organismal traits that inﬂuence ecosystem functioning’
(Mason et al., 2005; Mason and de Bello, 2013) or ‘the value and range of
functional traits of the organisms present in a given ecosystem’ (Diaz and
Cabido, 2001). In practice, quantifying FD amounts to assessing a few indices that can reﬂect the distribution of species traits in a “trait space” (also
coined “functional space”). Functional traits can reveal biotic interactions
(e.g. by relating species location in trait space to those of their predators
and prey, Ulmer et al., 2021) or the effects of the surrounding environment
(e.g. by mapping differences in trait values between environments), and
thus allow a more mechanistic approach to investigate changes in community composition and ecosystem functioning (Petchey and Gaston, 2006;
Cadotte et al., 2011). As a result, FD indices have been increasingly used
since the 2000s to describe and quantify the effects of global change on
communities and ecosystems (Mouillot et al., 2013; Schmera et al.,
2017). Here, we aim at (i) listing and describing the different functional
metrics available, and reporting their connection with invasion; (ii)
reviewing the main results pertaining to the effects of invasive species on
native communities and recipient ecosystems obtained using FD indices,
and provide recommendations regarding the FD indices that are best
adapted for addressing the different facets of biological invasions; (iii) providing suggestions and guidelines for the use of FD indices along different
stages of the invasion continuum. Finally, with the aim of further stimulating debate and research on this theme, we propose new avenues for the use
of these indices to investigate biological invasions.

2.1. Rationale for diversity approaches
Taxonomic, phylogenetic, functional and interaction diversity indices use
data on several species to gauge community properties (e.g. their spatial
structure and temporal dynamics) in order to answer a variety of ecological
questions (e.g. related to the quantiﬁcation of ecosystem services) (Lavorel
et al., 2013). They can also link ecosystem disturbances, such as invasions,
with ecosystem processes (e.g. productivity, Tilman et al., 1997; decomposition, Kuebbing et al., 2018). There are several bases for diversity metrics. The
most notable are taxonomy (taxonomic diversity, TD), phylogeny (phylogenetic diversity, PD), ecological functions (functional diversity, FD), and species interactions (interaction diversity, ID) (also see Supplementary Material
1 to go even further in the presentation and understanding of these indices).
Most studies on biological invasions have focused on TD, PD and FD,
often neglecting ID altogether, since obtaining knowledge on non-native
species interactions is time-consuming and requires sufﬁciently high species abundances to allow enough individual sampling. While TD and PD indices inform on community composition (see Tucker et al., 2017 for a
review of phylogenetic indices), thus reporting extinctions occurring after
species invasions, FD indices are essential to capture more subtle effects
of invasions such as niche displacement (Chapuis et al., 2017). In the following, we will mostly focus on FD indices, but parallels with other diversity contexts will be evoked when necessary. In general, FD indices use
data on each species to calculate and summarize properties at the community level. However, some other metrics can be computed for a single species, relative to the rest of the community (e.g. functional originality,
Pavoine et al., 2005), and these metrics are not diversity indices stricto
sensu. For the sake of completeness and simplicity, we will generally call
all indices, including such species-centred metrics, using the broad term
of FD indices in this review.
Approaches based on diversity indices are classically contrasted to two
other types of descriptive statistical models: (i) multivariate regression approaches, which elucidate large amounts of multidimensional community
data through reduction in the number of dimensions and projection onto
multivariate explanatory variables (e.g. Legendre and Gauthier, 2014;
Buckley et al., 2018); and (ii) classiﬁcation approaches, which model community properties by making groups of similar species (e.g. phylogenies obtained from molecular data, or modules within networks of interacting
species) (Supplementary Material 1). The three approaches (diversity indices, multivariate regressions, classiﬁcation approaches) are descriptive insofar as they are not necessarily based on probabilistic models and can be
inferred without reference to goodness-of-ﬁt criteria. Yet, compared to
these two other types of analyses, diversity-based approaches offer some
advantages: they are inherently geared towards the partition of variation
between spatial scales (i.e. using alpha, beta and gamma diversities); their
dependence on rare traits or species can be changed by using different families of indices (Chao and Chiu, 2016); they can be interpreted more easily
than principal axes from multivariate approaches or interaction modules;
they are connected to the Hutchinsonian theory of ecological niches. Meanwhile, diversity-based approaches are not necessarily exclusive of multivariate regression approaches or classiﬁcations – when many functional traits
are used, principal component analyses (PCA) or distance-based redundancy analysis (db-RDA) might help correct for statistical dependences between traits (Mason et al., 2007) and classiﬁcations could be made based on
the clustering of species traits, e.g. using Gaussian mixture of experts
models (Murphy and Murphy, 2020).
FD-based approaches are now well accepted and have a sound, intuitive
ecological underpinning. Yet, the huge number of available indices can be a
hindrance if the ability of indices to predict community or ecosystem
changes is variable (Mouchet et al., 2010; Schleuter et al., 2010; Santini
et al., 2017; Kuebbing et al., 2018). Choosing the right indices and knowing
data requirements needed to compute them is thus essential for diversitybased approaches to community assessments (see the next two sections of
this review for a discussion on that aspect, and see Tables 1 & 2 for a
3
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Table 1
Functional diversity metrics, their relevance in the context of biological invasions, and related indicators (indices). For each indicator, we report whether species' abundance
is considered or not in the computation of the related indicators (see column ‘abundance included’). Also, we provide literature references for each indicator. Further technical
details on the calculation of the most commonly used indicators are presented in Table 2.
Functional
metric(s)

Description

Connection to invasion

Main indicators

Richness

(i) Amount of trait space occupied by
functional units i.e. the range of values of a
trait or the hypervolume deﬁned by multiple
functional traits. (ii) Number of functional
units in functional groups

Invasion resistance is expected to increase with
functional richness, but saturated communities
might be prone to invasion by
functionally-distinct invaders

Evenness

Regularity of the distribution of abundances in
the functional space. Both functional units and
their relative abundances have to be regularly
distributed to maximise functional evenness

A low functional diversity of the native
community might result from niche packing
with potential niche availability for invaders.
Unless this low functional evenness is driven
by environmental ﬁltering, in which case only
invaders functionally similar to native species
might be successful
Whether the invader maximises or reduces
divergence/dispersion should give insights on
its generalist/specialist ability (but to be
confronted to values of functional originality
and specialisation). FDis may increase at early
invasion stages if the invader extends the trait
space in the invaded community

FRCi - the range of values of one No
trait $
FRic - the convex hull volume
occupied by the community
functional volume $
FRIs and FRIm – uni and
multidimensional distribution
of attributes in the functional
space
FD - the sum of branch lengths
relating all the functional
units in the community on the
functional dendrogram §
Yes
FRO - regularity of the
distribution of values of a given
trait $
FEve - abundance weighted
sum of the minimum spanning
tree branch lengths £

FDvar - logarithmic variance of
the value distribution of a given
trait $
FDQ or FEnt - variance of
abundance-weighted
functional distances between
functional units (Rao's
quadratic entropy) £
FDiv - abundance-weighted
deviation from the average
distance of functional units to
the centre of gravity of the
functional space £
FDis - mean
abundance-weighted
distances of functional units to
the centre of gravity of the
functional space £
Overlap between trait
Functional overlap between natives and
Overlap
Amount of the trait space (also named
probability density functions $
invasives is bound to decrease after invasion
functional niche when related to a single
FOve - overlap of
(niche displacement)
species) shared by two or more functional
hypervolumes (convex hull
units
volume) $
CWM - community-level
Identity
Position of a species or a group of organisms in The functional identity of invaders can be
abundance-weighted means of
the functional space
compared with the functional identity of
traits or proportion of modalities
native species to detect potential functional
of categorical traits $
overlap and redundancy
FIde - average position of the
functional unit in functional
space (i.e. its average position
along each functional axis) $
A community with a high degree of originality FOri - euclidean distance to
Position of the functional units in the
Originality
gravity centre of the species pool
or uniqueness might occupy all available
functional space relative to the rest of the
and
(hypervolume) £
niches, leaving few opportunities for
uniqueness community. Functional originality
NN - distance to the nearest
colonization
indicates the rarity of a functional unit's
neighbour in the functional
trait values within a community, which
space (dendrogram) §
depends on both the uniqueness and the
Uniqueness - euclidean
average distance to all others. Uniqueness
distance to the nearest
is the number of functional attributes that
neighbour in the functional
are not shared by other functional units in
space £
the community and may be used to
complement functional identity. Related
concept: distinctiveness
SSI - coefﬁcient of variation of
The level of specialisation in the community
Specialisation Variance in species' impact (Eltonian
species' density or abundance
may result from contrasting forcing (i.e.
specialisation) or performance (Grinellian
across habitats $
habitat heterogeneity or disturbance).
specialisation) on the ecosystem. Broadly, it
reﬂects the width of a species' functional niche Heterogeneous habitats with various resources FSpe - (abundance-weighted)
mean distance between a
might be favourable for invaders, especially
given species and the average
generalist ones. Stressful environments might
position the assemblage £
favour specialist species, and so invaders
should have a similar specialisation to
establish

Divergence
and
dispersion

Scattering of functional units around the
community centroid in the functional space.
Functional divergence depicts the degree to
which the distribution of abundances
maximises the deviation from the mean trait
values of the community (i.e. the degree to
which more abundant functional units tend
towards the extremes of its functional volume).
Functional dispersion rather depicts the
standard deviation of abundances to the
gravity centre of the functional space. Related
concept: phenotypic divergence

4

Abundance
included

References
FRCi - Mason et al., 2005
FRic - Cornwell et al., 2006,
Villéger et al. 2008
FRIS and FRIm - Schleuter
et al., 2010
FD - Petchey and Gaston, 2002

FRO - Mouillot et al., 2005
FEve - Villéger et al. 2008

Yes

FDvar - Mason et al., 2005
FDQ - FEnt - Rao, 1982,
Botta-Dukat 2005
FDiv - Villéger et al. 2008
FDis- Laliberté et al., 2010

No

Overlap - Blonder et al., 2014,
Carmona et al., 2016
FOve - Villéger et al., 2013

Depends on
the index

CWM - Ackerly et al., 2002,
Garnier et al., 2004
FIde - Toussaint et al., 2018

No

FOri - Mouillot et al., 2013
NN - Pavoine et al., 2005,
Pavoine et al., 2017

Depends on
the index

SSI - Julliard et al., 2006
FSpe - Mouillot et al., 2013
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Table 1 (continued)
Functional
metric(s)

Description

Connection to invasion

Main indicators

Abundance
included

References

Redundancy

When several functional units have the same
function or functional trait values in the
community. Functional redundancy is also
related to the number of species in a given
functional group

High functional redundancy in the native
community may result from strong
environmental ﬁltering. Therefore, invasions
may be successful if the invader has similar
functional traits values to native species

FRR - difference between
Simpson's index diversity and
Rao's quadratic entropy £
R or FRed - complement of
functional uniqueness £
FRed - average overlap in trait
probability density of species
in the community (or regional
pool) $

Depends on
the index

FRR - de Bello et al., 2007, Pillar
et al., 2013
R or FRed- Ricotta et al., 2016
FRed - Carmona et al., 2016

$: attribute-based index; £: distance-based index; §: dendrogram-based index.

are particularly sensitive to data provenance. For instance, comparing FD
pre- and post-invasion will evince cases of niche displacement (Chapuis
et al., 2017; Wong et al., 2019) if species traits are only measured where
the invasion is occurring. Similarly, the post-invasion changes of invasive
species FD can only be assessed if such data are actually measured in the
ﬁeld. An increasing number of studies is making use of trait values stored
in databases (e.g. TRY, Kattge et al., 2020, BETSI, Pey et al., 2014, FishBase,
Froese and Pauly, 2021). As with any ecological data, care should be taken
when using traits measured in a different ecosystem, or at a different times
or seasons, as these trait values might not be representative of the actual
values in the studied assemblage, or in the studied geographic / climatic region. This is especially true in the case of biological invasions, where biological and ecological characteristics of the invaders are susceptible to
change rapidly during the invasion process (Leishman et al., 2014;
Vandepitte et al., 2014), and subject to the range of context-dependencies
that mediate invasion dynamics (Thomsen et al., 2011; Ricciardi et al.,
2013). Therefore, using trait values from the native range of invaders
might not be a good surrogate of their trait values in the invaded range.

presentation of the different functional diversity metrics). Mason et al.
(2005) ﬁrst introduced the idea of multiple indices, each aimed at qualifying a particular aspect of FD – initially comprising functional richness, evenness and divergence. Among these indices, some can be called “intensive”
and others “extensive” (borrowing terminology from thermodynamics),
based on their dependence on the taxonomic diversity of the community:
extensive indices, e.g. functional richness, necessarily increase with species
richness; intensive indices, on the contrary, are independent from species
richness (see e.g. functional evenness measures in Mouchet et al., 2010,
Schleuter et al., 2010) and can thus be compared between communities
constituted by a different number of species.
2.2. The variety of functional diversity indices
FD indices can be clustered into three main types: (i) attribute-based indices, which make use of species positions in trait space to compute either
centroids (e.g. community-weighted means of traits Ackerly et al., 2002,
Garnier et al., 2004) or other statistics based on the distribution of trait
values (Mason et al., 2005); (ii) distance-based indices, which rely on
pairwise distances among species in trait space (e.g. Rao's quadratic entropy, Rao, 1982, Botta-Dukát, 2005); (iii) dendrogram-based indices, calculated using branch lengths on the functional dendrogram built from
species' trait values (Petchey and Gaston, 2002; Podani and Schmera,
2006) (Supplementary Material 1).
In the context of biological invasions, it is suggested that species-level
indices can complement the aforementioned community-level indices by
focusing on the functional proﬁle of the invader and its contribution to diversity. For instance, the functional identity of the invader, estimated following Toussaint et al. (2018), represents its average position in the
functional space (i.e. average position on each PCA axis; Ulmer et al.,
2021). The range of its habitat preferences can be estimated using the specialisation index from Julliard et al. (2006), later averaged at the
community-level by Clavel et al. (2011). Finally, its redundancy to native
species can be investigated with indices of niche overlap (Blonder et al.,
2014; Swanson et al., 2015; Blonder, 2018). These approaches can be generalized at the community-level (Villéger et al., 2013; Carmona et al., 2016;
Zhao et al., 2019).

2.4. Diversity partitioning
Diversity studies classically compare average community diversities
and their aggregated metrics at large spatial or temporal scales, i.e. alpha,
beta and gamma diversities (Lande, 1996; de Bello et al., 2010; Chao
et al., 2012; Villéger et al., 2013; Ohlmann et al., 2019) (Supplementary
Materials 2). Yet, very few studies have placed FD changes in a scale- or
time-dependent context (Jarzyna and Jetz, 2018), and only two concern invasive species. The recent invasion of ant communities in Hong Kong by the
ﬁre ant Solenopsis invicta induced only a marginal decline in both species
and functional richness indices of invaded communities, but noticeable
changes in the taxonomic and functional composition (Wong et al.,
2019). The decline in species and functional richness may be limited in
the ﬁrst stages of the invasion, and then intensify as the invader triggers
species extirpation and/or homogenization. Based on (Wong et al., 2019),
invasion seems to ﬁrst alter community functional identities through a
high turnover in trait distributions, ending up with more functionally homogeneous ant communities. By monitoring invasions over two centuries
in a river system, Haubrock et al. (2021) found FD of native species to decrease over time, and that of invasive species to increase concurrently, causing an almost complete turnover in niche space. That study suggested
increased competition, as well as environmental disturbances such as
changes in hydromorphology and an increase in pollution, as drivers of native species extirpation (Haubrock et al., 2021). In light of this limited literature, we suggest that predicting how FD indices could respond to invasion
processes over time remains a key challenge to be tested with robust
datasets from both mesocosm and ﬁeld studies.

2.3. Data and constraints on diversity indices
A crucial aspect of diversity indices is their dependence on speciesspeciﬁc data, and on the quality of the measurements (Jarzyna and Jetz,
2016). In the case of FD indices (Table 1, see also Mouchet et al., 2010,
Schleuter et al., 2010, Cadotte et al., 2011, Gagic et al., 2015, Schmera
et al., 2017), while data for a single trait (or an average value of the trait
for each species) are necessary for the computation of FD, more trait data
are necessary if we are to inform the multifunctionality of a species. Regarding the number of functional traits required for a robust estimation of functional diversity, there are no rules except for those relative to technical
constraints (Supplementary Material 1).
In the context of species invasions, many conclusions stemming from
the analysis of diversity indices depend on data provenance. FD indices

2.5. Community-weighted trait means
Functional heterogeneity within a community, calculated with the FD
indices described above, is very often complemented with the average functional position of the considered community in niche space. To that aim,
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Table 2
Most commonly used functional diversity metrics. For each indicator, the table reports: i) its formula; ii) whether the index is intensive (I, responds to species richness) or
extensive (E, does not depend on species richness); iii) the known correlations with other indices; iv) expectations and limitations associated with the use of the index (note
here that some of the presented indices have not been benchmarked yet due to the lack of studies analysing their redundancy and functioning under different ecological contexts; but see Laliberté et al., 2010; Mammola et al., 2021; Mouchet et al., 2010; Schleuter et al., 2010; Galland et al., 2020 and associated references).
Metric(s)

Formula

I/E Correlated to

Expectations and limitations

Reference(s)

Functional identity
Community-weighted
mean (CWM)

CWM = ∑Si=1pixi

–

–

By deﬁnition, CWM is driven by the attributes (trait
values) of most abundant species. CWM is a
one-dimensional metric.

Ackerly et al. (2002);
Garnier et al. (2004)

ci
FRCi ¼ SF
Rx with SFci and Rc being, respectively, the

E

FDvar

Reduction of FRR when species are removed at the
edge of the community. Individual variability or gaps
are not considered. FRR is a one-dimensional metric.

Mason et al. (2005)

I

–

FRicIm is computation-intensive, and it requires
information on intra- speciﬁc trait variation.

Schleuter et al. (2010)

I

Cornwell et al. (2006);
FD, to a lesser
The number of measured traits must be lower than
Villéger et al. (2008)
extent FDQ and FDiv species richness. This metric does not consider gaps
within the functional space (hull volume), i.e. only
vertices are accounted for in the calculation of FRic.
Petchey and Gaston (2002)
FRic
Getting a reliable functional dendrogram may take
time (see Mouchet et al., 2008 and Mérigot et al.,
2010). FD is often used when the conditions are not
met to estimate FRic (number of species > number of
traits) or to be compared with Faith's PD (phylogenetic
diversity) index.

Functional richness
Functional Range
FRCi
Functional Richness
FRIm
Functional Richness
FRic

Functional Diversity
FD

Functional evenness
Functional Evenness
FEve

niche space ﬁlled by the species within the
community i and the absolute range of the trait x
FRIm = ∫s∈Si max (fs(X))dX
with fs a normal density function of the trait
attributes X in the community i
FRic equals the volume inside the minimum convex
hull that encloses all species in functional space

FD = i′. h2 with i’ being the branch presence/absence I
row vector and h2 the transposed branch length
vector of the functional tree (dendrogram)

FEve ¼

1
1
∑S−1
l¼1 min ðPEW l , S−1Þ−S−1
1
1−S−1

evenness PEW l ¼

with the partial weighted

E

Functional divergence
ΔdþdG
E
Functional Divergence
FDiv ¼ ΔjdjþdG
FDiv
with Δd, Δ ∣ d∣ and dG being, respectively, the sum
of abundance-weighted deviances, the absolute
sum of abundance-weighted deviances from the
centre of gravity G, and the average distance of
the S species to G
h
h

ii
Functional Divergence FD ¼ 2 arctan 5  ∑N
ln xi −lnx 2∙pi
var
i¼1
π
FDvar
where pi is the proportional abundance of the ith
attribute category
FDQ = ∑Si=1∑Sj=1dijpipj
Rao's Quadratic
Entropy
FDQ

Functional Dispersion
FDis

By construction, FEve ranges from 0 to 1.

Villéger et al. (2008)

FDQ, and to a lesser
extent FRic

Villéger et al. (2008)

E

FRci

The metric does not accept 0-values and is a
one-dimensional metric.

Mason et al. (2005)

E

FDiv and FDis, and
to a lesser FRic

FDQ is sensitive to the number of species at low levels
of S, but not when S is intermediate or high.

Rao (1982);
Botta-Dukát (2005)

–

FOri is calculated for each species and can be averaged Mouillot et al. (2013)
at the community level.

–

FSpe is calculated for each species and can be averaged
at the community level.

Functional differentiation / redundancy / specialisation
Functional Originality FOri ¼ dNN with dNN being the average distance
–
FOri
between a species and its nearest neighbour NN in the
Functional
Specialisation
FSpe
Functional
Redundancy
FRed

–

dði, jÞ
wi þwj
∑S−1
l¼1 1W l

functional spaces
–
FSpe is the average Euclidean distance between a
species and the average position of all other species in
the functional space
E
FRed ¼ 1−U with U ¼ FDQ , U being an estimate of
1−D

FDQ

Ricotta et al. (2016)

FDQ

Laliberté and Legendre (2010)

functional uniqueness, and D the Simpson's
dominance index
i dGi
(dG is deﬁned for FDiv)
FDis ¼ ∑p∑p

E

i

S: species richness, p: species' abundance or biomass (often relative), d: distance.
Non-exhaustive list of R packages to compute the listed indices: FD (Laliberté et al., 2014); adiv (Pavoine, 2020); vegan (Oksanen et al., 2020); ade4 (Dray and Dufour, 2007);
cati (Taudiere and Violle, 2016); TPD (Carmona et al., 2019); mFD (Magneville et al., 2022); betapart (Baselga et al., 2022); BAT (Cardoso et al., 2021). See de Bello et al.
(2021) for a hands-on guide on how to compute most of the following indices. Note that indices and R packages are continuously developed and, therefore, this list should be
updated in the coming years.

community as it synthetically summarizes community properties. However, the use of CWM is of limited value when aiming to primarily consider
rare species and their traits, given that their characteristics are subsumed by
those of more dominant taxa.
The establishment of a non-native species in a community can lead to a
modiﬁcation of the CWM due to: (i) the non-native species having a trait
value very different from those of the native species; (ii) the trait of the

community-weighted means (CWM) (Table 1), i.e. average trait values
weighted by the abundance of each species composing the community,
are employed (Ackerly et al., 2002; Garnier et al., 2004; Domínguez et al.,
2012) (Supplementary Material 1). CWM thus describes the dominant functional position of the considered community and further allow generation
of assumptions on ecosystem properties. The use of CWM may be particularly appropriate for assessing the effects of an invader on the recipient
6
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more species with trait data does not affect the accuracy of CWM, Borgy
et al. (2017) reported the importance of increasing the proportion of species
in the calculation over 80%, as it reduces potential biases on the computed
CWM (Májeková et al., 2016).

non-native being only slightly different, but its abundance growing to dominate the community; or (iii) the native species changing their trait values in
response to species invasion. Importantly, CWMs are usually not used to describe the invader trait value in comparison to the traits of native species
from the community (i.e. the above-mentioned case (i)) because FD indices
already successfully distinguish and characterize functional outliers. Conversely, cases (ii) and (iii) above, which concern already well-established
non-native organisms and niche displacement, respectively, represent two
scenarios of great interest for invasion studies. CWM can be computed for
those species whose abundances sum up to at least 80% of the studied community abundance, since trait data are generally not available for all occurring species (Pakeman and Quested, 2007). Yet, even if the addition of

3. Functional structure, functional diversity and biological invasions
The use of FD indices to assess the ecological effects of invasions should
strongly enhance our understanding of invasion dynamics, as several hypotheses can be tested (Fig. 1). For instance, an invasive species can drive
towards extinction native species with similar trait values (Fig. 1f), hence
increasing the functional divergence of the community without any

Fig. 1. Schematic representations of functional trait distributions and their change in response to invasion, focusing on (i) community invasibility (panels a-b), (ii) non-native
invasiveness (panels c-e), and (iii) indirect changes to functional diversity due to invasions (panels f-h).
Persistent native species are ﬁlled in grey, successful invaders are black-ﬁlled squares. Natives and non-natives that have gone extinct are represented using dotted circles or
squares, respectively.
Invasibility: (a) more vulnerable or (b) more resistant communities are contrasted based on which non-natives (with successful trait combinations) could invade or would fail
to do so (solid black squares versus dotted squares).
Invasiveness: The invasiveness of non-natives can depend on their trait values. They can be ﬁltered out (dotted squares) or can invade (ﬁlled black squares) depending (c) on
the match of their traits with environmental requirements, or (d) with those of natives, or (e) depending on their trait values for performance traits only.
Indirect changes to functional diversity: Functional diversity metrics can also vary during the invasion as a consequence of non-native establishment, e.g. (f) due to native species
extinctions (dotted circles), (g) native species trait shifts, or (h) the rapid evolution of non-native traits in response to the absence of predators and pathogens (i.e. enemies,
EICA hypothesis) in the invaded range or to the selective pressures induced by the native community on performance-related traits. Finally, functional diversity metrics can
vary following ecological restoration via the removal of invasive species (i) (the case of secondary invasion is not depicted).
7
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diverge from those of “successful” native species (Lefﬂer et al., 2014; Funk
et al., 2016). If the multidimensional variability in trait space is higher in invasive organisms (i.e. if there is a higher intraspeciﬁc variability of trait expression and among ecological contexts), we can expect that this should be
partially supported by a higher degree of phenotypic plasticity. In turn, this
means that the effects of non-native organisms on the FD of the invaded
community will be highly context-dependent. Our ability to disentangle
the effects of environmental ﬁlters from the effects of biological traits in
the regulation of native and invasive species coexistence is thus crucial for
improving our understanding of invasion success and its impact on recipient
communities.

detectable effect on functional evenness or richness. If some of the species
traits are allowed enough time to adapt, either through plasticity or genetic
adaptation, the arrival of an invader can even increase functional divergence further through niche displacement (Fig. 1g). One can also use the
functional space as an indicator of ecosystem invasibility (Fig. 1a, b). In
this respect, greater functional evenness can promote resistance against invasion, or buffer species invasiveness (Fig. 1c-e), whereas functional originality (see Tables 1 and 2 and Pavoine et al., 2017 for a deﬁnition) might
promote invasiveness under the niche complementarity hypothesis.
3.1. Functional attributes of invasive and native organisms: how different are
they?

3.2. Functional diversity indices as measures of invasion effects on communities
Overall, it has been acknowledged that invasive species frequently feature a set of functional traits, mainly related to competitiveness (e.g. growth
rate, morphology, aggressiveness, or dispersal ability), which promotes
their establishment and persistence outside their native ranges (Pyšek and
Richardson, 2007; Ordonez et al., 2010; Van Kleunen et al., 2010b;
Lefﬂer et al., 2014; Ordonez, 2014). In this regard, studies based on
single-trait comparisons revealed high functional dissimilarity between native and non-native ﬁsh species (Matsuzaki et al., 2013; Matsuzaki and
Kadoya, 2015). Similarly, van Kleunen et al. (2010b) found differences in
the values of invasiveness-related plant traits (e.g. leaf area allocation,
shoot allocation, growth rate) when comparing invasive, non-invasive
and native species. The analysis of the functional divergence between invaders and natives represents a valuable tool for the identiﬁcation of habitats which are more vulnerable to invasion, and for estimating the
magnitude of invasion impacts (Gallien and Carboni, 2017; Hulme and
Bernard-Verdier, 2018b; Wong et al., 2019).
The functional proﬁles of invasive and native organisms have also been
compared using multi-trait approaches, and notably multidimensional metrics. For instance, Klonner et al. (2016) worked with Austrian terrestrial
vascular plants, and used functional diversity indices (Functional richness:
FRic; Functional dispersion: FDis, Table 1) to examine if invasive plants exhibit distinct trait proﬁles as compared with native plants in a multidimensional trait space. The distinction of native and invasive plants was
improved when working with multiple traits as compared with singletrait analyses, but did not fully explain invasion success (Klonner et al.,
2016). Likewise, Ordonez et al. (2010) computed FDiv and FRic metrics
on 4473 plant species and reported that invasive and co-occurring native
plant species differed when traits were considered separately; yet, they
also suggested that multi-traits approaches considerably improve our understanding of invasion success. In animals, Escoriza and Ruhí (2016)
tested the functional originality between source and recipient communities
of two worldwide invasive frogs (the bullfrog Lithobates catesbeianus and the
cane toad Rhinella marina). These authors found that both invasive species
were functionally distant from their respective recipient communities. In
both plants and animals, the studies from Ordonez et al. (2010) and
Escoriza and Ruhí (2016) support the idea that high functional distance between invasive and native species contributes to a higher invasion success.
The identiﬁcation of key traits discriminating invasive and native species is, however, highly context-dependent (Hulme and Bernard-Verdier,
2018a). A certain degree of complexity arises from the fact that species invasiveness, along with functional differences between invasive and native species, is simultaneously affected by a wide range of factors, whose inﬂuence
is not always consistent among varying temporal contexts, e.g. invasion
stages/phases along the introduction-naturalization-invasion continuum
(Richardson and Pyšek, 2012; Divíšek et al., 2018), or spatial scales, from
local to regional (Dietz and Edwards, 2006; Fridley et al., 2007; Carboni
et al., 2013; Gallien and Carboni, 2017; Catford et al., 2019). In this regard,
Thompson & Davis et al. (2011) concluded that the most invasive plant species are those having traits favouring their persistence both inside and outside their native range, but that these traits are similar to those of the
most successful plants worldwide regardless of their status (invasive or native). As a supporting example, we note invasive species thriving in lowresource environments, whose sets of functional traits do not substantially

Non-native species can have negative or positive effects on the functional diversity of the recipient community, or even can have no detectable
effect. In this regard, FD indices are being increasingly used for gaining
deeper insights into the effects of non-native organisms on the structure
and functioning of communities. Indeed, by combining information on taxonomic and functional diversities, it is possible to better understand biotic
changes associated with invasions. As a result, a range of studies has considered the effects of invaders on both TD and FD indices to examine if these
metrics would exhibit similar changing patterns during invasion. For instance, both TD and FD of recipient plant communities increased during
the early stages of invasion by the non-native plant Lantana camara, most
likely because the addition of this species extended the trait space of the invaded community (Mandle and Ticktin, 2015). Conversely, taxonomic and
functional richness decreased drastically in the presence of the invaders
Carpobrotus sp. or Humulus japonicus, as these species had high competitive
exclusion abilities (respectively Castro-Díez et al., 2016, Fried et al., 2019).
Matsuzaki et al. (2016) observed that multiple invasions of lakes by piscivore ﬁsh resulted in a substantial decrease in taxonomic and functional diversities, ending in the quasi-extirpation of some native ﬁsh encompassing
speciﬁc features, i.e. ﬁsh having small body size, low fecundity, and narrow
diet breadth.
While the above-mentioned examples revealed consistent changing patterns for TD and FD indices, other investigations have resulted in divergent
conclusions. For instance, Schirmel and Buchholz (2013) observed greater
changes in functional dispersion (FDis) (Tables 1 & 2) than in taxonomic diversity in dune spider communities invaded by the moss Campylopus
introﬂexus. Their results also suggested that different spider species may colonize the community after moss invasion, adding new traits to the system,
while spider species sharing similar traits may disappear. Toussaint et al.
(2018) found that functional richness (FRic) (Tables 1 & 2) increases 10fold more than taxonomic diversity, revealing the drastic FD implications
of functional changes in freshwater ﬁsh assemblages alongside the introduction of invasive ﬁsh species over the last two centuries. The sensitivity
of the computed metrics may also highly depend on the observational
scale of the study. For instance, TD can be more sensitive to invasion than
FD metrics when observations are conducted at the landscape scale (Fried
et al., 2019). In particular, these authors observed greater changes in TD
(γ-diversity) than in functional richness (FRic) in plant communities invaded by the Japanese hop Humulus japonicus. Yet, native species coexisting
with the invader can still cover most of the functional space (Fried et al.,
2019). In other invaded areas, the decrease of FD, as measured with functional divergence (FDiv) (Tables 1 & 2), has often been reported and reveals
a functional homogenization of the invaded communities (Castro-Díez
et al., 2016; Wong et al., 2019).
The selection of functional indices that would detect the effects of invaders on the recipient community should be determined according to
the invasion stage. At early invasion stages, or more generally, when the
non-native species are not yet dominant in the invaded community (e.g.
due to invasion debt, Essl et al., 2011), the functional dispersion index
(FDis) within community (Staab et al., 2015; Haubrock et al., 2021) appears particularly appropriate. FDis reports the mean distance of all functional traits to the centroid of the community, and changes to this
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will be used for subsequently calculating functional originality. The uniqueness of a trait can be used as a selection criterion, but may be too restrictive,
while the mean distance to the average value of the trait of all other species
represents a potentially more balanced alternative (also see the review
Kondratyeva et al., 2019 for a discussion on originality and rarity and
their associated indices). Importantly, the nature of co-existing native species also drives the probability of naturalization of non-native species,
with the number of native species in a genus apparently favouring the process (Diez et al., 2008). Pellock et al. (2013) additionally noted the importance of competition and resource opportunities for non-native species
which are signiﬁcantly higher at early stages of invasion than at later
ones. In conclusion, as factors controlling invasibility of the community
may also change throughout the invasion process, and cause a temporal
shift in the diversity–invasibility relationship (Clark and Johnston, 2011),
the nature of the FD indices selected in a study should be driven by the invasion stage under consideration.

dispersion in the late stages of invasions can give insights into the generalist
or specialist nature of invaders (i.e. functional originality). FDis is expected
to increase at early invasion stages when invaders extend the trait space. In
sum, using FDis for delineating the effects of biological invasions, in complement to FDiv and FOri, can be particularly useful for estimating the divergence between the traits of the non-native(s) and organisms of the
invaded community.
At later invasion stages, when invaders become dominant, analyses of
CWM values may be more suitable for the assessment of the impacts of
non-native organisms on communities. Kimball et al. (2016) found that
changes in CWM values after environmental perturbations depended on
the studied ecological context (grassland versus coastal sage shrub). Using
this metric, mixed conclusions have been reported when assessing the effects of invaders on communities, and several studies have even failed to
quantify differences in the CWM of non-invaded versus invaded communities. For instance, Lee et al. (2017) found that CWM measured from a reference (non-invaded) community was not a good predictor when assessing
potential effects of a non-native plant on N cycling. Even if that metaanalysis excluded some traits relevant to N-cycling for the computation of
the reference non-invaded CWM, the use of reference CWM is generally
less efﬁcient in predicting and explaining variability of the effects of invasion compared to other indices (Májeková et al., 2016). When exotic species
have trait values similar to those of natives, it is however worth mentioning
that both CWM and FD indices have evidenced, in a complementary fashion, the effects of the invaders in a litter mixture decomposition experiment
(Finerty et al., 2016).
Most often, the simultaneous/combined use of several FD indices is essential to accurately capture the modiﬁcations of the structure and functioning of communities undergoing invasion (Colin et al., 2018; Toussaint
et al., 2018; Wong et al., 2019). As an example, the invasive ﬁre ant
Solenopsis invicta does not change TD, nor functional richness of native
ant communities, while altering their functional identity and leading to increased functional homogenization (FDiv, Rao, FRed) (Wong et al., 2019).
Shuai et al. (2018) showed that the TD of ﬁsh communities does not change
with invasion intensity, whereas functional richness decreases and functional divergence and specialisation increase; the use of these different metrics allowed concluding that most native species are replaced by non-native
species with different functional traits, which may ultimately affect ecosystem stability. In some cases, the use of different metrics may allow for identifying the main factors driving the invasion success, as in the study
conducted by Gooden and French (2015). These authors concluded that
the effect of the buffalo grass (Stenotaphrum secundatum) invasion on
plant community productivity depends on the functional identity of the invaded community. Speciﬁcally, plants with root networks differing from
those of S. secundatum are less affected by the invader, and more likely to
compete and resist invasion. It is worth mentioning that this ﬁnding is in
line with the earlier work of Emery and Gross (2007), who also found
that the identity of the dominant plant species of the community drives
the chances of establishment success of new arrivals.
The increased use of FD indices in invasion studies over the past few
years has allowed a better understanding and description of the considerable alterations of the functional structure of recipient communities (FRic,
FEve, FDiv, FDis, FR, Tables 1 & 2) (Schirmel and Buchholz, 2013;
Castro-Díez et al., 2016; Colin et al., 2018; Fried et al., 2019; Wong et al.,
2019). Real-time adjustments of trait values are often observed in living organisms to keep biological performance as high as possible; this makes
trait-based approaches more sensitive to changes in environmental conditions, including biological invasions, than TD or many other biological indices (Mirzaie et al., 2013; Thukral, 2017). In this line, the study of Colin et al.
(2018) ﬁrst revealed the importance of FD indices as valuable metrics for
assessing the mechanisms through which invasion processes reshaped the
structure of a species-poor ﬁsh assemblage. Those authors demonstrated
that functional specialisation, functional originality, and functional entropy
best describe the changes occurring during ﬁsh invasion. Functional originality is strongly associated with non-native ﬁsh biomass (Colin et al.,
2018). One of the caveats of originality is the selection of the index that

3.3. Functional diversity indices, invasion theories and ecosystem function
3.3.1. Describing and predicting the biotic resistance and invasibility of native
communities
The use of FD indices has allowed identifying community processes and,
in particular, biotic interactions that may drive the rate of invasion
(Dyderski and Jagodziński, 2019). Biotic resistance, i.e. the ability of a species assemblage to limit the recruitment or invasion of other species from
the global pool (Levine et al., 2004), may be mediated by TD and FD of recipient communities (Elton, 1958; Feng et al., 2019). Using experimental
approaches, establishment success of newly arriving non-native organisms
has been negatively correlated to initial TD, suggesting that species-rich
sites are more resistant to invasion at the local scale (Tilman, 1997; Byun
et al., 2013; Connolly et al., 2018). In addition, Hooper and Dukes (2010)
suggested that more functionally diverse communities are less susceptible
to invasion (Fig. 2). The majority of studies conclude that the use of FD,
more than the number of species per se, better explains the increased resistance of communities to invasion (Fargione et al., 2003; Fargione and
Tilman, 2005; Hooper and Dukes, 2010; Larson et al., 2013; Wei et al.,
2015).
At the ecosystem scale, however, different patterns can emerge in the
causal relationships between invasion success and FD. By considering multiple organism traits, FD can be used as a good predictor of the invasibility
of communities, and of the main mechanisms shaping the degree of
invasibility (Catford et al., 2019; Feng et al., 2019). Despite the low number
of illustrated cases in the literature, a high FD of native communities can
contrastingly increase the invasion success of non-native species, and this
“native turncoat” effect apparently increases with the number of resources
produced by native species in the resident community (Fig. 2-e). Accordingly, it is important to distinguish between intra-community and intraecosystem interactions in the context of invasion success, whereby high
FD could be more likely to limit invasion success at the community scale
(i.e. limit invasion by competing species), but conversely could promote invasion at the ecosystem scale (i.e. promote invasion of species interacting
through modes other than competition, e.g. predation). This is the case of
the invasive fruit ﬂy Drosophila suzukii, for which polyphagy enables
beneﬁtting from a high diversity of fruit resources (functional types of fruits
based on their anatomy, colours, shapes, skin types, size) (Poyet et al.,
2015). Invasive pollinators also beneﬁt from the native diversity in ﬂoral resources (Roubik and Villanueva-Gutiérrez, 2009). Savage et al. (2009)
showed that an increasing dominance of plants with nectar is associated
with increased abundances of an invasive ant and reduced native ant richness. Earlier work in coastal marine habitats showed that the identity of
functional groups is more important than FRic in determining the ability
of macro-algal communities to resist invasion (Arenas et al., 2006). Numerous works conﬁrmed this observation in various contexts and taxonomic
groups (Wardle, 2001; Flombaum et al., 2017; Mason et al., 2017), showing
that FRic alone sometimes fails to explain invasion success. In some cases,
both functional group identity and diversity of resident communities are
9
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2019) between the species composing the community and the invader
could manifest in reduced direct effects of the invader, as this would reduce
the level of competitive interactions (Ordonez et al., 2010; Pereira et al.,
2017). In particular, competition should be reduced in communities having
higher functional specialisation (FSpe) and divergence (FDiv) values
(Tables 1 & 2), and we may expect lower effects of invasive species on
the FD of these communities. The results from Fried et al. (2019) support
this assumption, with traits of resident plant species that persist in invaded
communities being distinct from those of invaders. More recently,
McGrannachan and McGeoch (2019) found evidence for trait-divergence
along an invasion gradient, characterized by an increase in trait functional
diversity with invasion level.
Invaders with niches distinct from those of native species should thus
co-occur with little impact on local FD (Fig. 2-d). For example, resident species that use a different temporal niche can co-occur with the invader
(Hejda and de Bello, 2013; Fried et al., 2019). Phenological differences in

good indicators of biotic resistance to invasion (Byun et al., 2013); in other
cases, the dominance of speciﬁc functional groups mainly explains community resistance (Longo et al., 2013) (Fig. 2-b). However, as the use of FD indices in an invasion context is very recent, it will require further study and
synthesis before it is possible to obtain a complete overview of the indices
that best represent the level of community resistance to invasion.
3.3.2. Understanding the co-occurrence and co-existence of native and invasive
species
The competition between native and invasive organisms, and the effects
of invaders on the community, may be lowered when populations occupy
different ecological, spatial and temporal niches (MacDougall et al., 2009;
Fried et al., 2019) (Fig. 2-d). In these circumstances, native and invasive
species co-occur (i.e., do not exploit the same resources) rather than coexist
(i.e., exploit the same resources) in different microhabitats of the same community or ecosystem. A high functional dissimilarity (Pavoine and Ricotta,
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the implications invasive species have for functional diversity, and the trophic cascades.
While functional dissimilarity should reduce native-invader competition, and increase the invasion rate (but see Kuczynski and Grenouillet,
2018, Pearson et al., 2018 who also reported that environmental ﬁltering
is signiﬁcantly driving community assembly rules) a range of studies demonstrated that invaders induce functional trait convergence, possibly reducing FD, in the recipient community (see, for instance, the example of the
common milkweed Asclepias syriaca affecting spider communities after introduction, Kapilkumar et al., 2019; or the Canadian goldenrod Solidago
canadensis invading plant communities, Wang et al., 2019). The convergence of species traits can principally be explained by habitat ﬁltering
(Dyderski and Jagodziński, 2019). Alternatively, the invader can directly
homogenize the composition of the community (Kapilkumar et al., 2019),
in turn leading to functional convergence.
Literature on the use of FD indices in the context of biological invasions
suggests that plant invasions are most often explained by the empty niche
hypothesis (Fig. 2-d) rather than by the competitive hierarchy hypothesis
(Fig. 2-a and g when the invader is respectively the loser and winner of
this competition) (Loiola et al., 2018). However, both species-based and
trait-based approaches revealed that the co-occurrence of native and invasive
species could actually be the result of processes described by different hypotheses (Chabrerie et al., 2008; Chabrerie et al., 2010). Castro-Díez et al. (2016)

both timing and plasticity between native and invasive plants can also promote invasion success and persistence under climate change (Zettlemoyer
et al., 2019). The invasive species may even occupy empty niches and increase FD (Williamson, 1996; Stachowicz and Tilman, 2005) when the
functional originality of its traits is particularly high as compared with
those of the organisms of the invaded community. This is exempliﬁed by
the invasion of Europe by the fruit ﬂy Drosophila suzukii, which is able to
use unripe and ripening fruits before the other native Drosophila spp. feeding on ripe and rotting fruits (Poyet et al., 2014). These empty niches, as referred to as ‘opportunity windows’, in ephemeral habitats (Johnstone,
1986) can also be observed in disturbed sites (Bonanomi et al., 2018 and
see Section 3.3.4 below). Importantly, the trophic level of the invasive species may also drive the impacts they will have on species from recipient
communities, with invasive species from equivalent or higher trophic levels
than those of natives having stronger adverse effects (Bradley et al., 2019).
For instance, the invasion of rivers by the crayﬁsh Pacifastacus leniusculus
signiﬁcantly affects the structure of invaded communities and decreases invertebrate functional redundancy, with cascading consequences for leaf litter breakdown (Carvalho et al., 2022). The need for considering the trophic
position of the invaders when assessing and predicting their impacts on
functional diversity was formerly stressed by Chapin III et al. (1996).
Here, whenever possible, we additionally re-emphasise the need for conducting ecosystem-based approaches to harness a consistent overview of
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3.3.4. Linking the effects of invasion to ecosystem properties
FD indices can be conveniently used for linking the effects of an invader
on ecosystem functioning. Positive or negative correlation of FD indices
with abiotic parameters, such as soil organic carbon, total nitrogen, moisture, etc. may highlight the role of invaders on ecosystem property changes
(Castro-Díez et al., 2016). For example, a negative correlation between FRic
and soil organic C pinpoints the slower mineralization of organic matter in
the presence of the invader (Carpobrotus sp.; Castro-Díez et al., 2016). A
negative correlation of functional redundancy with soil nitrogen and moisture suggests a higher depletion of soil resources when Carpobrotus sp. and
native species share the same combination of trait values (Castro-Díez et al.,
2016). Luan et al. (2021) recently reported that the invasive woody grass,
Moso bamboo Phyllostachys edulis, changes the functional diversity of decomposers (estimated with functional groups by controlling the mesh size
of litterbags) and consequently alters litter decomposition in forest sites
across a wide climate gradient. Although much evidence is provided by
soil ecology studies, examples of cascading impacts of invasive species on
functional diversity, and then ecosystem properties, are also frequent in
freshwater habitats. For instance, Carvalho et al. (2022) showed that higher
crayﬁsh abundance (Pacifastacus leniusculus) led to a decrease in invertebrate functional redundancy and disrupted detritus-based food webs by affecting leaf breakdown. However, given the range of abiotic parameters
that could be altered by invasion, further work must be undertaken to improve understandings of how species traits and environmental variables interact. Reciprocally, the effects of abiotic parameters on FD indices should
be quantiﬁed in an invasion context.

showed that Carpobrotus sp., which is woody and evergreen, reduces the
frequency of tall, woody, N-ﬁxing and evergreen native plants. This result
agrees both with the habitat ﬁltering hypothesis (here, tall N-ﬁxing traits)
and the niche differentiation hypothesis which states that competition is
the main process determining establishment success, with species displaying different traits being able to coexist with the invader (here, different
to woody evergreen traits). Thus, functional originality is expected to
reduce the õimpacts of an invader on the community by reducing competition. However, in predator-prey systems, functional originality can harbour
substantial impacts. An example concerns invasive predators on islands
that lack trophic analogues, conferring high impact due to prey naivete
(Anton et al., 2020). For invasive prey, predator naivete could promote
invasion success if prey are avoided by natural enemies (Cuthbert et al.,
2018). Finally, by looking at the traits of persisting and declining plants
in invaded communities, Fried et al. (2019) found that niche differentiation
and competitive hierarchy (in terms of height and regeneration strategy of
the plants) are important factors causing persistence or decline of the native
plants.
3.3.3. Using functional diversity indices to better describe novel species combinations and changes in mutualistic interactions?
While invasive species presumably affect biodiversity at different
spatio-temporal scales, it is not necessarily true that they also decrease community functions by inducing native species loss or extinction
(Stohlgren et al., 2008; Thomas and Palmer, 2015). Indeed, the number
and abundance of invaders can even be positively correlated to FD
(Wang et al., 2018), and adding new species and traits to local species
assemblages can mechanically increase FD, both at local and regional
scales. At the local scale, the FD of plant communities can be increased
under greater invasion conditions, leading to a more efﬁcient use of
resources at the interspeciﬁc level via niche complementarity (Flinn
et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018).
Novel species combinations and mutualism can directly or indirectly increase the FD of other ecosystem components (e.g. the invader provides a
new resource to the system) (Fig. 2-f). For example, Lekberg et al. (2013)
showed that invasions by the spotted knapweed Centaurea stoebe and by
the leafy spurge Euphorbia esula induced a higher abundance and diversity
of symbiotic arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi. In this way, invasive species enrich ecosystems with new species and new functions, contributing to increase FD. Importantly, novel combinations between invasive and native
organisms might increase ecosystem diversity. For instance, invasive trees
may form novel associations with fungal associates of native ﬂora
(Tedersoo et al., 2007; Bahram et al., 2013), or re-establish symbioses
with cosmopolitan species (Dickie et al., 2010). By changing the soil
through root exudates (Kulmatiski et al., 2008), favouring nutrient uptake
(Castro-Díez et al., 2016) or by attracting pollinators (Stouffer et al., 2014)
and frugivorous species (Poyet et al., 2014), invasive plant species can directly favour the establishment of new species. However, these facilitations
among species could also result in an invasional meltdown (e.g., Crane et al.,
2020). Contrastingly, the inhibition of native mutualists, “mutualism disruption hypothesis”, can also promote invaders with a competitive advantage over mutualism-dependent native species. Indeed, introduced plants
are often transported with a greatly reduced number of associated organisms, including many symbiotic mutualists (Dickie et al., 2017). For example Dickie et al. (2017) found a lower FD, and more variable composition
of fungal associates, with non-native trees in New-Zealand. The reduction
of diversity of symbionts may limit plant nutrient uptake and subsequently
affect biodiversity. In some cases, this lack of FD seems to have little consequence (Hayward et al., 2015): Pinus associating with a highly simpliﬁed fungal community may not be limited by a loss of symbiont
diversity (Hayward et al., 2015). Overall, the available literature suggests that interactions between invasive and native taxa could have cascading effects across trophic levels (Thomsen et al., 2014) and can lead
to evolutionary changes (Rodriguez, 2006). Novel insights into these effects are likely to be obtained by the increasing use of FD indices in biological invasion studies.

3.4. Combining effects of environmental conditions and biological invasions on
functional diversity
As described in the above sections, FD indices reveal the reciprocal
relationship between an organism and its environment, and thus can be
conveniently used for assessing the effects of environmental ﬁltering, including the effects of global change on the FD of organisms. For instance,
Cantarel et al. (2013) simulated changes in climatic conditions over four
years, and demonstrated that warming had no effect on plant species diversity, but affected plant traits and FD, with potential consequences on plantplant interactions. In another plant study, Laliberté et al. (2010) focused on
the intensiﬁcation of land-use, and concluded that functional redundancy
was greatly affected by such environmental disturbance. Using functional
originality and uniqueness, Buisson et al. (2013) found that ﬁsh species
with the most unique traits are not necessarily those that would be threatened by climate change, while individual species range shifts lead simultaneously to both a severe decline in the functional diversity and an increase
in the functional similarity within and among ﬁsh communities. In general,
similar changes in FD patterns are reported across a wide range of taxa: a
reduction of FD has been reported in reef ﬁsh communities (Martins
et al., 2012), zooplankton (Barnett and Beisner, 2007), macrophytes (Fu
et al., 2014), invertebrates (Schriever et al., 2015) and ﬁshes (Mason
et al., 2007) when dealing with ecological ﬁltering. While FD indices are
being increasingly used in the context of biological invasions, the combined
impacts of environmental change and biological invasions on FD is still
lacking examination (Colin et al., 2018).
Environmental disturbances and biotic interactions are key drivers of spatial heterogeneity within communities (Kumar et al., 2006). The heterogeneity caused by disturbances is likely to increase invasion risks due to increased
stochasticity that prompts regime shifts in communities. Nevertheless, it
could also limit the ecological impact of invasive species, by promoting coexistence mechanisms between native and invasive species that cannot occur in
more homogeneous environments (Snyder and Chesson, 2003; Melbourne
et al., 2007; Ricciardi et al., 2013). In the rare studies that have considered
the joint effects of environmental factors and invasive species on FD of the
colonized community, FRic and FDiv are often reported as having the greater
discriminatory power, with FD values being generally lower than expected in
disturbed habitats (Mason and de Bello, 2013). Seasonal variations were
found to decrease FRic of ﬂowering plants, especially in invaded plant
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multiple environmental factors, mathematical approaches have been used
to determine those most probably driving the observed changes in FD
(Mason and Mouillot, 2013). For instance, Colin et al. (2018) used hierarchical partitioning models and generalized linear mixed models to rank
the relative contribution of multiple environmental parameters on FD indices of ﬁsh assemblages. They found that altitude, habitat degradation and
non-native ﬁsh biomass were ordered differently, and reported that altitude
and biomass of non-native ﬁsh inﬂuenced both FSpe and FOri, while habitat degradation shaped FSpe only.

communities (Fried et al., 2019). Not surprisingly, temperature has a strong
effect on the FD of communities composed of ectothermic and plant species,
and thermal conditions have been found to drive the effects of non-native
species in the recipient community. Speciﬁcally, by calculating CWM from
four functional traits, Helsen et al. (2018) reported that warmer environmental conditions positively affected litter decomposition of invasive plants, and
this process was associated with lower plant available nitrogen. Conversely, a
reduced litter decomposition was measured in colder regions, possibly resulting from the lower litter quality and the allelopathic effects of the non-native
plant (Helsen et al., 2018).
Multiple habitat disturbances favour the establishment of non-native
species, in line with the deﬁnition of invasive species being mediated by
man-made environmental changes (Didham et al., 2005, MacDougall and
Turkington, 2005; Fig. 2d). A positive relationship between habitat disturbance, non-native species, TD and FD has been observed by Escobedo et al.
(2017). Conversely, native species FD decreased with habitat disturbance
in another study (Murphy et al., 2006). Disturbances may additionally contribute to removing native plant and tree species that can be replaced by annual and perennial non-native species, as reported by Bonanomi et al.
(2018), who examined the effects of a stand-replacing windstorm that affected a holm oak Quercus ilex community; here, the recolonization of
empty niches by non-native trees drove new successional ecological trajectories that reshaped community identity and the associated FD. The results
from Mandle and Ticktin (2015) supported the idea of an increase of the
overall FD in disturbed habitats in the presence of non-native species. In
those disturbed habitats, a higher functional redundancy among
species (native and non-natives) subsequently increases the community
resilience (Pillar et al., 2013) and ecological stability (Biggs et al.
2020). Functional evenness and functional divergence indices can be
computed for decrypting early effects of perturbation on communities
(Mouillot et al., 2013). In ecosystems with high levels of human disturbance, empty windows created in the functional space of the community may provide opportunities for non-native species to integrate
functionally altered species assemblages. To detect this phenomenon
and the use of the functional gap in recipient communities by the invader, we also recommend using multivariate trait analyses of invaded
communities (Toussaint et al., 2018), to represent the average position
of the invader in the functional space and examine its coincidence with
a potential community functional gap.
When habitats are disturbed, functional traits of native organisms are
ﬁrst shaped by the local environmental gradients (for instance soil acidity,
Chabrerie et al., 2010), and then by the invader dominance, if invaded. As
disturbance often acts as a signiﬁcant environmental ﬁlter, co-occurring
species, either native or non-native, are expected to exhibit a large overlap
in their performing traits. Consistently, Escobedo et al. (2017) found that
soil disturbance by rodent burrowing increases trait convergence in both native and non-native plants. Another example has been reported by Mandle
and Ticktin (2015) who found a higher prevalence of plant species with
physical defences as a consequence of habitat disturbance (in their study:
livestock-grazed habitats), with non-native species further contributing to
the reduction of clonality. At the local scale, disturbances generally interact in a complex way with environmental conditions and spatial
community heterogeneity to create a patchwork of recruitment opportunities for invasive species (Mazía et al., 2019). At the landscape
(Chabrerie et al., 2007) and regional (Deutschewitz et al., 2003)
scales, disturbances and functional heterogeneity of habitat mosaic
are major predictors of invasion patterns.
In the context of biological invasions, there are no studies that tried to
tease apart the effects of non-native species on the FD of an invaded community from other interacting environmental disturbances. In these ecological situations, we expect that the impacts on FD would greatly vary, and
would highly depend on (i) the strength and nature of habitat disturbance
and environmental ﬁlters than can select for speciﬁc functional attributes,
(ii) the functional identity of the community, (iii) the characteristics of
the invader(s), and (iv) the invasion stage. As a result, it is very likely that
the main conclusions of studies would be case-speciﬁc. To deal with

3.5. Evaluating the effects of invasive species removal
The removal of invaders increases native and overall TD compared with
invaded areas, especially if the invader was dominant because it can reduce
suppressive effects on resident species, reduce allelopathy or competition
for resources, or because invaders can alter the habitat, movements or resources (see the examples of the removal of Cirsium arvense, Humulus
japonicus, Lonicera maackii, Melilotus spp., Pittosporum undulatum; Barber
et al., 2017, McNeish et al., 2017, O'Leary et al., 2018, Fried et al., 2019;
Fig. 3a,b). After a rapid increase, TD usually decreases until reaching a
new ecological equilibrium, towards a state similar to that of reference
communities (Barber et al., 2017; O'Leary et al., 2018; Fried et al., 2019;
Fig. 3c). Functional richness is correlated to TD, and often presents similar
variations over time (Barber et al., 2017). A declining taxonomic richness is
somewhat expected to be correlated with a declining functional richness,
since a limited number of species would be expected to have a more restricted number of trait values. The high initial functional richness following invader removal may be due to rare species that failed to establish in
the long-term (Gerisch et al., 2012; Barber et al., 2017). In some cases, invasive species removal can lead to dissimilar taxonomic and functional diversity patterns (McNeish et al., 2017, Fried et al., 2019; Fig. 3d).
McNeish et al. (2017) showed that removing the plant invader Lonicera
maackii resulted in a higher macro-invertebrate TD, while it decreased
macro-invertebrate community FRic in autumn and winter, in restored
streams as compared with invaded ones. This result is explained by the availability of resources, with increased light conditions on the stream after removal of the invader resulting in a shift from heterotrophic microbes to
periphyton communities, in turn affecting food web dynamics. Functional divergence is expected to increase after the removal of an invasive species, as
native species recolonize the restored sites; higher functional divergence suggests niche differentiation in established communities (Barber et al., 2017).
When invader removal is associated with additional restoration measures, such as native seed sowing, FD is subsequently highly inﬂuenced
by the characteristics of the selected species, if they manage to establish.
Tölgyesi et al. (2019) showed that when restoration treatments were conducted by seed sowing of three native grasses, or perennial-crop–mediated
restoration, TD and functional richness often remained lower than in their
reference sites. Further, spontaneous recovery showed little difference with
the reference sites, in particular for FD and CWM, as sown species limit the
establishment of other taxa. Even if sowing did not hamper the recovery of
some aspects of FD, e.g. functional divergence or evenness, species and
functional richness can remain lower for decades as compared with other
restoration methods (Tölgyesi et al., 2019). These investigations illustrate
the added value of computing trait-based indices for the evaluation of restoration success, and provide useful guidelines for practitioners.
Restoration aims at helping the recovery of the communities towards
the reference (non-invaded) ones. Rehabilitation, however, aims at reinstating a level of ecosystem functionality (McDonald et al., 2016). Mandle
and Ticktin (2015) warned us about adopting FD as a management target.
The speciﬁc aspect of FD that will be restored is also a critical consideration
in the context of ecosystem functionality. Non-native species can possess
novel combinations of functional traits that will increase FD at ﬁrst, but
may become dominant with negative consequences for ecosystem functioning and resilience in the long-term. Furthermore, these actions could promote non-target spread of non-native species, which could further affect
native biodiversity and FD elsewhere.
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Fig. 3. Schematic representations of functional trait distributions and their change in response to invasive species removal over time. Species are represented in a 2D trait
space with circles as natives and squares as invaders. Persistent native species are ﬁlled in grey, while new colonizing native species are ﬁlled in white. Successful
invaders are black-ﬁlled squares, and natives and invaders that have gone extinct are represented using dotted circles or squares, respectively.
The following cases are represented: (a) before invader removal, (b) in the short term after invader removal, where taxonomic and functional diversity increases (natives
recolonizing their niche and newly arrived natives ﬁlling vacant niches), and in the long term after invader removal (c and d), where (c) native taxonomic and functional
diversity decrease (mainly due to rare species failing to establish), and (d) native functional divergence and dissimilarity increase. The case of secondary invasion is not
depicted.

4. Perspectives

and showed that invaders typically have negative effects on biodiversity
within a trophic level, but positive effects on biodiversity of higher trophic
levels. They additionally suggest that positive effects on higher trophic
levels could be driven by habitat-formation and food provision.
Theoretical models suggest that invasion success and robustness against
the detrimental effects of invasions can be partly predicted by network
properties and the position of species in community networks (Romanuk
et al., 2009; Romanuk et al., 2017). While some studies have evinced species trait relationships and links among species (e.g. Gravel et al., 2013),
functional diversity indices are not necessarily good predictors of network
properties, nor of functions supported by the network (e.g. pollination,
Garibaldi et al., 2015). Moreover, the necessity of measured traits to be
common among considered species can limit the assessment of interactions
between different trophic levels or functional groups of species (e.g. plants
and pollinators) through functional traits only. Thus, a true grasp of the
functioning and complexity of ecosystems, and of species invasion impacts
in particular, calls for the assessment of interaction diversity (ID) together
with other diversities. To that end, recent modelling developments now
allow the computation of multiple indices of interaction diversity (Legras
et al., 2019). The initial proposal of Novotny (2009) and Poisot et al.
(2012) aimed at counting the number of nodes and links shared between
networks, and this has been developed by Trøjelsgaard et al. (2015) and
Pellissier et al. (2018), and advanced further by Ohlmann et al. (2019).
This framework is centred on the notion of the beta-diversity of interaction
networks, but also allows the full partition of interaction diversity into
alpha and gamma components at different scales (individual or aggregated
networks, using species or groups of species as nodes, Ohlmann et al.,
2019). In the context of species invasions, such a framework might help
in understanding how ecological networks are rewired by the arrival of

Despite increasing evidence of FD being a powerful and useful tool for
both testing ecological hypotheses on biological invasions (e.g. coexistence
theory, Fried et al., 2019) and predicting future scenarios of invasion (i.e.
identify which species are more likely to become invasive in the future,
Gallien and Carboni, 2017), so far its potential has only been partly explored (Pavoine and Bonsall, 2011; Gallien and Carboni, 2017). Here, we
therefore suggest novel directions to advance FD, which we hope will further stimulate the use of FD indices in the context of biological invasions
(Fig. 4).
4.1. From functional diversity to interaction diversity? A network perspective
Taking functional and phylogenetic diversities into account, rather than
only focusing on taxonomic diversity, is a substantial improvement over
classic methods of ecological assessment. It has proved useful in a variety
of contexts, from the mapping of evolutionary potential (Forest et al.,
2007) to the understanding of invasive species impacts on native communities (Toussaint et al., 2018). The next step, however, is to also incorporate
data on ecological networks and interaction diversity, especially in the context of biological invasions (Pantel et al., 2017; Smith-Ramesh et al., 2017),
and with a view towards the monitoring of ecosystem services (Bohan et al.,
2016). Indeed, invasions can have very different effects on food webs and
their component species, from causing the extinction of native prey or competitors, to initiating an invasion meltdown at multiple trophic levels or differentially affecting species across the food chain (David et al., 2017). For
instance, Thomsen et al. (2014) conducted a meta-analysis of 56 ﬁeld experiments that examined the effects of marine invaders on local diversity
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Fig. 4. Along the invasion continuum, the use of functional diversity indices can greatly contribute to improve our understanding of the basics tenets of biological invasions.
At the initial stages, investigations often examine the main factors favouring introduction and establishment (Why are some communities / habitats more susceptible to
invasion? Why are some non-native species more successful?). During proliferation and spread, the questions often focus on transformations of invaded communities /
foodwebs / ecosystems (What are the effects, impacts?). Finally, when non-native species have colonized several communities / localities and have stabilized populations,
studies examine the place taken by non-native species (How much are non-native species integrated into different ecological networks / facilitate establishment of other
non-native species), and try to predict the novel ecological equilibrium that could be reached if mitigation measures are taken (How much ecological restoration would
contribute to reverse the perturbation?). For each question/topic, a range of best suited functional metrics to be used is proposed. See Table 1 for the deﬁnition of each
indicator and some of the expectations regarding the results they may provide.
☯ FD indices computed at the community level
⌘ FD indices computed at the species level
Additional questions, alongside with the functional indicators that can be used, include: (1) What are the range of values and amount of space (volume) of the measured trait
(s)? Richness; (2) Are there differences among non-native and native species traits? Divergence, Dissimilarity, Dispersion, Overlap, Dissimilarity; (3) Can traits explain
invasion success and impacts? Evenness, Dissimilarity, Specialisation.
The assessment of functional indicators (indices) can be illustrated with three main representation types: the distribution of trait attributes, the functional space or
hypervolume (binary or probabilistic), the functional tree or dendrogram. For hypervolumes, PCA/PCoA or convex hull can be used. Dendrogram and NMDS can be used
to represent distances among species or communities. Importantly, the choice of the representation will be driven by the nature of the index, and in some instances, there
is no need for an illustration because the interpretation of the indices is based on a statistical/null model.

sufﬁcient replicates of trait measurements needed for the computation of
FD indices. In the initial stages of invasion, low density invasive species
might also elude sampling (McCarthy et al., 2013), thus prohibiting the
use of indices based on intraspeciﬁc trait variability and/or estimates of
species abundances. The identiﬁcation of non-native species can also introduce problems, especially when these non-natives are part of cryptic species
complexes and/or display very high phenotypic variability. Nevertheless,
the present paucity of FD studies for many ecosystem types and taxonomic
groups calls for a greater research effort across a range of contexts. Indeed,
given that studies hitherto have often produced equivocal, contextdependent results, further work is urgently required to deduce potential
generalities in FD measures within the context of invasions, to aid predictive efforts. Such investigations should also seek to use standardized, robust
methods to make results comparable across systems.
As mentioned in Section 2, the paucity of trait data can bias FD estimation. This is particularly true for biological invasions, for which the use of
trait databases (Plants: TRY, Kattge et al., 2020, soil invertebrates: BETSI,
Pey et al., 2014) might help compare local community diversity to “references” external to the study location (and thus evince potential changes
due to existing invaders). Conversely, using external data is not without pitfalls because of e.g. intraspeciﬁc variation. For instance, using trait values
from a different location than that of the studied communities to compensate for the paucity of data could bias the estimation of functional diversity.
This is particularly the case for biological invasions, where functional attributes of invaders might change from those in their native range or native
species might respond to invasions with niche displacement. Overall,

non-native species (see e.g. the type of data obtained by Strong and Leroux,
2014).
Another methodological framework that can help identify the functional role of species within networks – and that could be readily applied
to invasive species – is that of motif analyses, initially developed in physics
(Kashtan et al., 2004), but adapted to the study of food webs (Stouffer et al.,
2007) and bipartite networks (Simmons et al., 2019; Ouadah et al., 2022).
In this framework, each motif (i.e. arrangement of links among a given set
of nodes) of a given size (e.g. all motifs involving exactly three nodes in
food webs, Stouffer et al., 2007) is counted and normalized by the combinatorial maximum (or by expectations obtained from node degree distribution, Ouadah et al., 2022). The proﬁle of these motif counts can inform
about regularities observed in different networks. Moreover, each unique
position within these motifs can be identiﬁed and the vector of counts of
every position for each species then yields a representation of a species'
role, which can be used to address questions related to shifts of species functions within ecosystems (Stouffer et al., 2012).
4.2. Driven by data: opportunities and constraints in the context of biological
invasions
Considering the requirements of functional diversity indices, the availability of sufﬁcient data can be a crucial issue hindering the application of
diversity-based approaches to invasion biology. Indeed, since invaded
ecosystems are often fragile, and negatively affected, sampling native communities might be difﬁcult (i.e. if sampling is lethal), at least to obtain
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non-native species now points towards further integration of diversity-based
approaches into invasiveness/invasibility studies, with a view towards an understanding of how ecological networks (and the functions of species within
them) can explain resistance to invasion and the impacts of invaders (Pantel
et al., 2017). Equipped with these advances from FD-based explanatory
models of species invasions, predictive models will undoubtedly gain in
their ability to extrapolate future conditions, and thus become more useful
in this era of global changes.

generating intraspeciﬁc trait variability from global databases can be
problematic, thus preventing the use of FD indices based on intraspeciﬁc
variability (such as functional range measures of functional richness). Misattributions of species traits, geographical inaccuracies and/or misidentiﬁcation of species identity can also lead to spurious results that are more
difﬁcult to detect when data come from global databases (as e.g. in the
case of species distributions from global databases, Maldonado et al.,
2015).
Finally, global databases grow all the more rapidly as they are ﬁlled
with data on readily-measurable traits (e.g. plant traits that could be measured from space, Jetz et al., 2016). Conversely, traits that prove difﬁcult
to be measured in the ﬁeld might also be very difﬁcult to obtain from
such global databases. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies
might help invasion biology circumvent its current problems, aiding identiﬁcations and improving sample sizes. Indeed, NGS now offers a palette of
solutions which can greatly ease mass biomonitoring (Derocles et al.,
2018). In particular, such techniques will prove useful to move from functional to interaction diversity approaches, as suggested above, because NGS
techniques can be easily combined with automated network-building algorithms (Vacher et al., 2016; Pauvert et al., 2019; Makiola et al., 2020;
Dubart et al., 2021).

5. Conclusions
(1) Our review has synthesized the literature aiming at describing the effects of biological invasions on the functional diversity of recipient
communities. Overall, while advancing rapidly, we propose increased
study effort into the use of FD to test invasion hypotheses, as well as
to better understand invasion success and impacts under relevant
contexts, with a view to predict future scenarios. In particular, future
studies should seek to incorporate data on ecological networks and interaction diversity in the context of invasions and employ advances,
such as Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS), in discerning traits.
(2) We found that functional diversity may strongly vary at the onset of the
invader community colonization, while it stabilizes at intermediate and
high levels of invasion. In future studies, having additional information
on the invasion stage (early invasion, lag phase, naturalization) would
provide further insights, as this greatly inﬂuences functional diversity
metrics (Fig. 4).
(3) Studies exploring the functional difference between organisms from
the recipient communities and invaders of the same trophic levels are
still uncommon, although it has been observed that functional differences can favour certain invasive species over native ones in a climate
change context. In parallel, future studies should compare the nature of
the effects of non-native organism establishment into a novel or nonanalogue community to establishment in an analogue community.
(4) The functional changes that occur in invaded communities during the
lag phase of an invasion have been poorly investigated, and it remains
to be determined if there are consistent changes in FD metrics that
could indicate the end of the lag phase; or, conversely, unchanged indices that could be associated with the maintenance of the lag phase.
(5) In sum, we recommend that future studies consider computing functional diversity indices, as they represent valuable tools for obtaining
in-depth diagnostics of community structure and functioning, as well
as the implementation of efﬁcient restoration plans and conservation
strategies.

4.3. Towards predictive or explanatory models of invader impacts?
Diversity-based approaches to community dynamics are but one framework available to understand and predict the impacts of non-native species
on ecosystems (Gallien and Carboni, 2017). Owing to diversity-based approaches which can be computed to assess the effect of invasions on the
different facets of species diversity (Romanuk et al., 2017) (Fig. 4), it is possible to produce both explanatory (with a view to the understanding of ecological mechanisms) and predictive (aiming at the extrapolation of future
patterns) models of invader impacts on ecosystems.
While explanatory models dominate the literature in community ecology – and more predictive models have thus been urged (Mouquet et al.,
2015) – invasion biology conversely strives primarily towards predictive
models (Kareiva, 1996; Leung et al., 2004; Hattab et al., 2017). For instance, new machine learning models using multivariate data on invasive
species have been applied to predict what species will become invasive
and where, based on traits and phylogenies (Fournier et al., 2019). In a
world of global changes, with climate change effects interacting with increasingly frequent species invasions (Alexander et al., 2015; Pauchard
et al., 2016), ecologists must be proactive rather than reactive (Bellard
et al., 2016). While the current focus of such studies lies with “where” invasion will occur and how best to prevent it, future research should also be
concerned with the prediction of effects on ecosystems, i.e. functional aspects linked to invasions. In the existing FD framework, some studies
have begun addressing similar effects (Leitão et al., 2016), and have
shown that rare species contribute disproportionately to functional diversity, thus hinting at the fragility of ecosystems in the face of future disturbances. However, their methods primarily rely on virtual species removal
and the computation of changes in FD indices. This is acceptable as a ﬁrst
step, in the same way that virtual species removal in ecological networks
has long been used to gauge the potential for cascading extinctions in e.g.
food webs or plant-pollinator networks (Pocock et al., 2012; Astegiano
et al., 2015). However, accounting for post-invasion niche displacement –
similarly to accounting for network rewiring post-disturbance – should
now lead to new methodological developments aimed at predicting how
species' functional traits will change after invasion.
Despite debates around invasion biology as a science (Davis et al., 2011;
Valéry et al., 2013; Simberloff and Vitule, 2014; Cuthbert et al., 2020), studies
on invasive species have continued uncovering the processes behind species
invasiveness and ecosystem invasibility, with wider relevance for community
ecology (Alpert et al., 2000; Milbau and Nijs, 2004; Richardson and Pyšek,
2006; Catford et al., 2019). Meanwhile, as evinced by our review of the literature, invasion biology has started to grapple with the concepts of functional
and phylogenetic diversities. A logical roadmap for studies on the impacts of
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